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ABOUT ME
Liaison to the College of Human Sciences
& Education (CHSE) at Louisiana State
University in Baton Rouge, LA.
The CHSE includes the Schools of
• Education
• Kinesiology
• Leadership & Human Resource
Development
• Social Work
• Library & Information Science
Started my position in March 2015, but I
didn’t begin working with my departments
until Fall 2015.
Position had been vacant for 2 years.
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LSU SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION
Degree
Counseling, MEd

47

Curriculum & Instruction, MEd

18

Curriculum & Instruction, PhD

58

Education
Leadership/Research, PhD

91

ELRC, MA

29

Elementary Education, MAT

13

Other

21

Total

277
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HOW DID THIS ALL
START?
Noticed a flyer by chance
announcing a special topics course.
The course focused on writing and
publication.
Unique content seemed like a
perfect way to introduce scholarly
communication into instruction.
Contacted the professor and offered
to visit her class.
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MARGARET-MARY
SULENTIC DOWELL

CECIL “PETE” TAYLOR PROFESSOR
LSU SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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EDCI 7129: WRITING SEMINAR: FROM IDEA TO MANUSCRIPT

Current research on scholarly writing productivity with
emphasis on expertise, competence, organization, skill
sets, supports, and tools for producing manuscripts for
publication, prospectuses, presentation proposals, or
grants; demonstration and student production.
2019-2020 LSU General Catalog
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UNIQUE ASPECTS OF
EDCI 7129
•

Held on Saturdays during
the fall semester

•

8:30 AM to 3:50 PM

•

Does not meet every
Saturday

•

Scheduled around football
games

•

Banana & pumpkin bread
and fresh fruit!
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WHAT DO GRADUATE
STUDENTS WANT?
My beliefs
•

Before Idea to Manuscript
• Help with literature reviews
•

Questions about APA citation style
After working with Idea to Manuscript

•
•

Citation management

•

Questions about journal rankings

•

Questions about locating information
about potential publication venues

•

Questions about predatory publishers
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BEYOND EDCI 7129
Although most participants are enrolled in
EDCI 7129, the demonstrations are open
to all graduate students.
Professor Sulentic Dowell has a flyer
distributed to the School of Education’s
graduate student listserv.
She also has information about the series
included in the Graduate School’s weekly
newsletter that is sent directly to graduate
students.
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FLIERS FOR THE WORKSHOPS CREATED BY THE PROFESSOR

2017

2018

2019
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BEYOND EDCI 7129,
PART 2
Students from other disciplines do attend,
especially from within the School of
Human Sciences & Education.
Sign in sheet so we can track graduate
student participants not enrolled in EDCI
7129.
Some sessions draw more outside
engagement than others, for example,
the citation management session.
Attendance may also be affected by the
fact that the instruction takes place on
Saturdays.
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TOPICS & CONTENT
Visit 1

Visit 2

Visit 3

Topic: Literature Reviews

Topic: Citation
Management

Topic: Scholarly
Communication

Content
• Search Strategies & Skills
• Citation Indices
• Subject Databases

Content
• Purpose
• Use
o Mendeley
o EndNote*

Content
• Journal Rankings (JCR,
SCImago, Google
Scholar)
• Exploring Publication
Venues
o Considerations
o Tools
• Open Access*

The topics have stayed the same, but the content has changed and evolved.
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YEAR 1 (2017)
WHAT WAS GOOD

WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN BETTER

Risk-taking paid off in a new collaboration.

As far as instruction went, almost everything.

Learned the graduate students had an
interest and need for instruction that went
beyond literature searches.
Fostered a sense of community with the
graduate students, many of whom contacted
me for individual consultations.
Awareness of my services spread by word of
mouth.

Tried to cover too much material.
◦ Dropped EndNote discussion for 2018.

Assumed all students possessed foundational
skills.
◦ Revised my lesson plan and flow for the next year to
include more search basics.

Learned that some faculty assumed that Open
Access equaled predatory publishing.

◦ Added information about publishing models, Open
Access, and predatory publishing.
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YEAR 2 (2018)
WHAT WAS GOOD

WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN BETTER

Better flow for searching databases for literature
reviews.

Not enough time for students to do hands-on
practice.

The adjustment I made by only covering one
citation management system paid off.
My scholarly communication presentation was
scheduled before a panel of School of Education
faculty discussed their writing practices and
publication strategies, and several panel members
were present for about half of my presentation.
Invited to write a chapter focusing on bibliometrics
and research impact if Margaret-Mary's book
proposal was accepted.

◦ Expanded teaching time from 60 minutes to 90
minutes.

I was unprepared for the interest in the
scholarly communication. It provoked more
discussion and questions than I expected.
◦ Reworked flow and focus of this topic for the next
year.
Increased awareness of Open Access as a
legitimate publication model.
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YEAR 3 (2019)
WHAT WAS GOOD

WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN BETTER

Presentation time was extended from 60
minutes to 90 minutes. The 30 additional
minutes allowed students time for hands-on
activities and practice.

I plan to meet with Margaret-Mary again in
August to discuss the details of how we can
continue to improve the content and
presentation of the covered topics.

The section on scholarly
communication evolved into a more
sophisticated discussion about scholarly
publication and metrics.
I felt more confident.

I still find it hard to discuss more advanced
search strategies to students in different
disciplines.
◦ Will suggest closing first session to graduate
students who are not enrolled in EDCI 7129.

I need to add an assessment component to
gather formal data.
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TAKEAWAYS: IMPACT
A more nuanced understanding of what
type of information many of my graduate
students were looking for.
An increase in the number of
consultations with graduate students from
the School of Education.
An increase in my professionaldevelopment reading about bibliometrics
and scholarly communication.
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TAKEAWAYS:
CHANGING PERCEPTIONS
Before the course, the faculty in the School of
Education viewed me as an expert in helping
students find resources.
How did this collaboration change how faculty
viewed my role?
1. Greater awareness of librarian faculty
status and tenure expectations.
2. Greater awareness of the scope of my
expertise and services.
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TAKEAWAYS:
COLLABORATIONS
Book chapter
•

Invited to contribute a chapter on
citation metrics and research impact for
a book about productivity and
publication which Sulentic Dowell has
under contract with Sage.

LSU College of Human Sciences &
Education’s new faculty induction
•

Focus is shifting from the library’s role in
supporting instruction to scholarly
communication and gathering
information for promotion & tenure files.

•

This helps situate my expertise to each
incoming cohort of CHSE faculty.

Nick Youngson CC BY-SA 3.0 ImageCreator
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Strategies? Questions?
ahebert@lsu.edu
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